
Drastically reduce Content troubles
and increase your ROI

A Unique SuccessFactors
Content Testing Service

Content Testing Platform

E-Learning Content Management is at the heart of every LMS implementation but often organizations face challenges in testing, 
integrating and troubleshooting content leading to increased costs, time and effort.

Typical Content Management Challenges:
Managing content can be a frustrating experience. Employees complain that courses stop during playback or sometimes never 
load. Frequently, end users can complain about scores not tracking and the system incorrectly telling them they missed the 
course deadlines. Finally, after the company misses a single critical compliance update, the COO and Chief Counsel get involved 
and demand immediate fixes. The LMS is fantastic, but course delivery might be difficult for you. As a learning professional, you 
know that your team is working at full capacity. What’s the missing link?

Creation: Creating eLearning content can be a lengthy process, involving the collaboration of multiple tools and experts. 
Because a content issue can occur at any point in the process, it can be difficult to pinpoint.

Administration: It’s easy to underestimate the difficulty of e-learning content management. Unfortunately, many of the 
problems become clear when you find yourself manually confirming AICC/SCORM compliance, troubleshooting end-user 
environment variables, and dealing with non-tracking types of content, such as Word documents, PowerPoints, and PDFs.

Integrations: Organizations using SuccessFactors often face a challenge with content integrations with their LMS. This 
includes integration issues resulting into repetitive testing cycles and longer time to deploy.

Security: Do you know for sure that your confidential material is secure? If unauthorized outside users access your content, 
they can burn through purchased licenses of third-party courses and even add or delete unauthorized material.

A Typical Content
Development Process:

Content vendors develop the content and 
then send to the customer

Customer uploads the content and conducts 
testing

Customer invariably faces integration issues 
which results into a back and forth with the 
content vendor including debates on whether 
content is compliant or the LMS has issues 
making it very difficult to pin point the issue

This process usually takes up to 3-4 weeks 
for any content that faces an issue. 

Our Solution: 
A Unique Content Testing Platform

The content vendors gets access to a SuccessFactors instance so 
that they can start to test the content while they are in 
development

Content Vendors are then able to deliver the content to the 
customer that works on first try saving both content vendors and 
the customer – time, effort, resource and costs and the ability to 
deploy courses faster

The service also provides content vendors with a test guideline, 
troubleshooting tips and a checklist that they would usually fill 
and submit to customer before delivering content

And Finally, you don’t have to give the content vendor access to 
your environment which usually holds sensitive employee data



Get Sorted in 5 Steps

STEP 1
Analyse your Content 
Testing requirements 
and help you define the 
scope

STEP 2
Create a Content 
Testing plan with 
test cases, data 
and scripts

STEP 3
Get Access to your very 
own SuccessFactors LMS 
environment with 
comprehensive resources

STEP 4
Execute your 
content on 
multiple browsers 
and devices 

STEP 5
Hurray!
Content is now ready 
to be transferred to 
the LIVE environment 

info@talenteam.com

www.talenteam.com

Our Content Testing Platform provides content vendors access to a SuccessFactors instance which allows them to Test, 
Validate and Troubleshoot any compatible content resulting in a better-quality deliverable.

Benefits of Content Testing Platform by TalenTeam

Access to dedicated support: Our dedicated support experts can provide more than IT support. Our experts are learning 
specialists who know your challenges and understand the obstacles you face as a learning manager.

Deployed to best practice configurations and enabled for content debug and configured with iContent storage service to 
host the content. Updated regularly to ensure latest SuccessFactors releases are taken into consideration for configuration.

Content testing, validation, updating, and security: All your content can be tested and validated for “launch, play, and 
track” to ensure effective operation and faster deployment. 

Maintain security and keep compliance happy: Instead of giving access to the live environment to vendors, which may 
have critical and private data, our Content Testing Platform mimics your actual environment to give your vendors a reliable 
‘demo’ space to execute and test, where issues can be identified and fixed without having to make any configuration 
changes in your LIVE environment.

Truly understand your content: With our platform 
and its comprehensive knowledge base, you can give 
your content vendor a space to understand the ins 
and outs of content management within SAP 
SuccessFactors, leaving you free to focus on strategy 
and learning effectiveness.

Reliable delivery of content: Fast, reliable delivery of 
content can improve the user experience and course 
completion for your learning audience. Because it’s 
integrated with the Akamai Content Distribution 
Network (CDN), our Content Testing Platform helps 
you get fast and reliable content distribution
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